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PRESS RELEASE  

 

PPWR: GLASS BOTTLE MAKERS DISAPPOINTED WITH MEMBER STATES’ 
GENERAL APPROACH  

 

Brussels, 18/12/2023 – Unlike the European Parliament, the Council of the EU has failed to recognise 

the contribution that circular packaging can make to competitiveness and sustainable growth in in 

their position on the Packaging & Packaging Waste Regulation (PPWR). The European Container 

Glass industry urges co-legislators to address waste reduction targets fairly, protect distinctive 

packaging designs, and be more ambitious on recyclability & separate collection during the 

upcoming trilogue (inter-institutional) negotiations. 

 

FAIR EFFORT SHARING BY ALL MATERIALS TO REDUCE PACKAGING WASTE 

 

"We are deeply concerned that, although Member States acknowledged the risk of material 

substitution, the overall packaging waste reduction targets based only on weight will inadvertently 

encourage a shift from circular materials like glass to lighter but less recyclable or reusable materials," 

states Adeline Farrelly, Secretary General of FEVE.  

 

PROTECT DISTINCTIVE PACKAGING DESIGNS  

 

Despite last minute attempts to better protect proprietary designs, the industry remains worried that 

distinctive packaging designs are under threat as Member States failed to fully recognise design as an 

essential aspect of packaging and the importance of adequately respecting Intellectual Property Rights 

arising from unique designs. “On top of its health and environmental benefits, the characteristics of 

glass in terms of design, transparency, shapes, colours and versatility often make glass an integral part 

of a product”, comments Adeline Farrelly, Secretary General of FEVE. “So restricting packaging design 

disproportionately means that all products will look similar. Brands will lose one of the most important 

tools to convey their identity to consumers, and to stand out on the shelves.”  
 

BEEF UP RECYCLABILITY MEASURES 

 

Member States have diluted the recyclability measures. “Not all recycling has the same environmental 

value,” says Adeline Farrelly. “The introduction of recyclability performance grades rewarding 

packaging that can be recycled multiple times and that can feed into a closed material loop would have 

been a major milestone. We regret that Member States missed the chance to incentivise packaging 

that is infinitely recyclable and which can remain productive in a Circular economy over and over 

again.” 

 

PUSH FOR SEPARATE COLLECTION TARGETS FOR ALL MATERIALS 

 

The industry supports a mandatory separate collection target of packaging waste for all materials and 

regrets that Member States decided to limit this to a small proportion of packaging formats in scope 

of the mandatory Deposit Return Schemes (DRS). “Mandatory separate collection targets for all 

packaging materials will reduce waste much more effectively.  It will also ease the burden on taxpayers 

and a country’s waste management costs" emphasises Adeline Farrelly. 
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ABOUT FEVE  

FEVE is the association of European manufacturers of glass containers. The glass packaging industry 

generates 125 000 direct and indirect jobs thanks to 160 Container glass production sites in Europe 

producing a wide range of glass packaging products for food and beverages, perfumery, cosmetics and 

pharmacy for European and global customers. FEVE members have plants in 23 European countries. 

Container glass is one of Europe’s best recycled products. See more on www.feve.org. 

 

For further information contact: 

 

Vanessa Chesnot, Head of Public Affairs and Product Policy,  

E-mail: v.chesnot@feve.org, Tel: +32 (0)4 75 79 12 33 

 

Michael Delle Selve, Head of Marketing and Communications,  

E-mail: m.delleselve@feve.org, Tel: +32 (0)4 75 52 24 58 
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